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Here's a list of current continuous exercises (or current progressive exercises) in place to help you practice forming and using verb time. Click here to check how the current continuous time click here to check how to use current continuous time exercises Use the current continuous need for more practice? Get more perfect English grammar with our courses. Practice to be present
continuous (positive and negative forms) here - although it seems easy, it is important to know how to make times without thinking, so you can focus on choosing the right time for the situation. Type the entire sentence in the box and click check. If you want to know the answer, you can click to view the answer. Click here to check how the existing continuous. Click here to return to
the list of grammar exercises. Download this exercise in PDF format. Need more practice? Get more perfect English grammar with our courses. The current continuous (sometimes called contemporary progressive) time in English is really easy and is the same for all verbs. We make it using the present simple of 'be' + verb-ing: (Click here if you'd prefer to learn how to USE this
tense) Here is how we make the positive: Positive Positive Short Form I am sleeping I'm sleeping they're sleeping he is sleeping he's sleeping he's sleeping it's sleeping we're sleeping they're sleeping We can make the negative by adding 'not'. Negative Negative Short Form I am not sleeping , really easy. Just as we are asking a question with a 'be' in the current simple, here we
also put 'am', 'is', or 'are' before the subject to make a 'yes/no' question: Yes/No Questions I eat chocolate? You're studying now? Works? Is he doing his homework? Raining? Meet me at six? Come? For 'wh' questions, just put the question word on the front: Wh Questions Why am I eating chocolate? What are you studying now? When does he work? What's he doing? Why is it
raining? Who are we meeting? How do they travel? Practice making 'wh' and 'yes/no' questions (exercise 1) Practice making 'wh' and 'yes/no' questions (exercise 2) Mixed exercise 1 (includes positive, negative, and questions) Mixed exercises 2 Mixed exercises 3 Click here if you would like to learn how to use continuous current select current simple or current continuous. Click
here to check how the existing continuous. Click here for an overview of how to make the current one simple. Click here return to the list of grammar exercises. Download this exercise in PDF format. Need more practice? Get more perfect English grammar with our courses. This current continuous exercise is practicing to do 'yes/no' and 'wh' questions. I hope you do these practice
exercises until the verb fom becomes really easy because it makes life a lot easier. Instead of thinking about whether you need to do or are, you can focus on choosing the best time for the situation, which is the difficult part. Click here to check how the existing continuous. Click here to return to the list of grammar exercises. Download this exercise in PDF format. Need more
practice? Get more perfect English grammar with our courses. Choose the present simple or contemporary continuous. Click here to check how the existing continuous. Click here for an overview of how to make the current one simple. Click here to return to the list of grammar exercises. Download this exercise in PDF format. Need more practice? Get more perfect English
grammar with our courses. Here is present continuous exercises on the practice of doing all forms of time. This is where it starts to get a bit more difficult (but not much!). Make sure that you can easily create a positive, negative and question automatically - it is really useful when you do not have time to think a lot before you speak in English. Click here to check how the existing
continuous. Click here to return to the list of grammar exercises. Download this exercise in PDF format. Need more practice? Get more perfect English grammar with our courses. Here is another current continuous exercise to practice doing all forms of English time. Another exercise! Continue - remember that if you continue training, so the times will become automatic. (Reading
helps with that too – you have to do both reading and exercise to start getting a 'feel' for when something is wrong). Click here to check how the existing continuous. Click here to return to the list of grammar exercises. Download this exercise in PDF format. Need more practice? Get more perfect English grammar with our courses. Do you want to exercise more? Get a new
grammar lesson every day, a new listening lesson every week, detailed courses and personal help from me by email. Click here for more information. Practice to present English continuously (positive and negative forms). Remember that it is really important to know the verb forms inside out, so you can make times without thinking. If you know how to make times really good, you
can only focus on choosing when to use them, which is more difficult. These exercises will help to make verb forms automatic. Click here to check how the existing continuous. Click here for more information on the list of grammar exercises. Download this exercise in PDF format. Need more practice? Get more perfect English grammar with Courses. Here is another current
continuous exercise to practice doing all forms of time in Third exercise this time? Remember that the best thing is when you can make times without thinking, then you can focus on when to use them (check here to check when to use the current continuous). Click here to check how the existing continuous. Click here to return to the list of grammar exercises. Download this
exercise in PDF format. Need more practice? Get more perfect English grammar with our courses. Courses.
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